Ordering app for Dynamics NAV & AX
Mobile order taking on location: supporting your sales force has never been this easy
With its intuitive multi touch interface, Sana Mobile provides an easy entry in the sales supporting
capabilities of your B2B sales portal. Quickly take orders, check order status or create new prospects. Sana
Mobile delivers full freedom in mobile order taking and combines classic catalogue browsing and ordering
with the possibility of quick ordering through filtered order lists. Whether you’re using a mobile phone or
tablet, the experience is the same.

Full sales support

Available anywhere: even without internet

Sana Mobile is the perfect tool for sales agents

With Sana Mobile, it does not matter whether

support. Displayed prices are customer specific,

you are connected to the internet or not. When

stock indication is up to date, discounts are

connected to the internet, all information is

calculated real-time and exactly the same as if

available real-time. When you place an order

the order was processed from the Dynamics

offline, Sana Mobile automatically stores all

client.

orders locally on your device so that, with a

Boost sales & save time
Sana Mobile delivers tremendous efficiency
improvements for the entire sales department,
since office hours no longer need to be respected
to get accurate information like order history or
pending order information. This, combined with
the fact that sales agents can represent their
customers within the app, is the reason why
many sales agents have already chosen to work
with Sana Mobile.

simple click, all data can be synchronized again
when an internet connection is reestablished.

Quick ordering

Multi-device

Your sales agents can quickly place new orders or

Whether you are using a smart phone or tablet,

check order history. Plus, new prospects can be

the app for Dynamics has it covered. Sana

created. Using the quick order functionality,

Mobile is available through the app stores of

ordering lists based on filtered product sets

Android and iOS.

speed up the ordering process. Supporting your
sales agents on the road has never been this
efficient and simple.

100% integrated with Dynamics

Browse, zoom, swipe and scan
Enriched catalog browsing, multi-touch zoom and
swiping complete the unique multi-intuitive
experience of using the app. You can use GPS

We know what it takes to get your Microsoft

input to determine the customer you are at (geo-

Dynamics NAV or AX up and running, which is

based customer selection). Plus, with barcode

why we provide a seamless exchange of your

scanning you can easily add products to the

Dynamics business information to your sales

basket. By scanning the barcode, the product is

portal. Part of Sana is installed within Dynamics

automatically added to the basket.

and makes sure that your ERP does the
calculation of the online shopping cart, real-time.
Customizations and extensions, of any kind, can
be met with the Software Development Kit (SDK)
available for our partners.
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